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This article addresses the concept ofparticipation in the mathe-
matics classroom, especially as it relates to students from
certain ethnic and language groups and economically disad-
vantaged students We ar'e primarily concerned with seeking
ways to develop approaches to mathematics education that are
sensitive to the contexts and lived experiences of all learners ,
In particular, we are concerned by how to develop class-
room-teaching environments that promote the mathematical
participation of all students, In our local contexts we work
with students who are often left behind in the academic jour-
ney We present two cases located in geographically very
distant settings, They share essential characteristics, how-
ever, that point to problematic areas that transcend borders,
especially in reference to how certain groups of students,
such as immigtants, members of specific ethnic and language
groups and ecouomically underprivileged students, are
viewed by the educational systems in place These two cases
illustIate the effects of social and organizational stIuctures on
students' participation in the mathematics classroom.
Our work is grounded on a sociocultill'al view of educa-
tion (Moll, 1992; Nunes and Bryant, 1996; Lerman, 2001)
Sociocultural theories emerged as an alternative to a per-
ceived dichotomy between social and the psychological or
individual perspectives In the psychological or individual
approach, the notion of participation is centered on the
learner and pays little attention to the characteristics of the
learning context In the social approach, the key notion of
participation is viewed as a kind of socialization into the
mathematical practices. The participation model, as under-
stood in the sociocultural approach, focuses on the use of
discourse and some of its contents (norms, values, valoriza-
tions) as crucial mediating tools in order to interpret the
mathematical learner in context The acquisition of concepts
and skills is not enough in the process of becoming a math-
ematicallearner There also needs to be an active parti-
cipation in the reconstruction of a specific kind of discourse
In this article we focus on barriers to this active participa-
tion Common to both cases is Oill (including the teachers')
focus on the experiences that each student brings to the
mathematics classroom So, rather than looking at certain
students from a deficit-model approach that focuses on what
they are lacking, we question the educational policies that
seem to lead to these baniers Although the two cases are
located within experiences in which the teachers attempted
to change the nature of participation, in this article Oill focus
is not on the nature of those attempts but on the situation that
prompted the teachers to tIy to change the patterns of partici-
pations Specifically, we illustIate how the students them-
selves are aware of the social and organizational structures in
place and of the effect of these on their participation
Case 1:"How come I don't get to be in GATE?"
This case [1] takes place in a fifth grade classroom (ten-year~
old students) in a bilingual school (English and Spanish) in
Tucson, Arizona, Many of the students have been together
for up to five years and have developed strong bonds of
friendships as well as rivalries The twenty-nine children
(foillteen boys and fifteen girls) in the class came from pre-
dominantly working class families, The class was comprised
of nineteen children who were Mexican American or of
other Hispanic origin, five who were Anglo American, four
who were African American, and one native American,
The fifth gtade teacher was a teacher-resear'cher in one of
our research projects, She was open to try approaches that
would reach out to her students while helping them develop
a strong mathematical basis for middle school, To that end, we
developed a series of learning experiences, such as a learning
illodule centered on games and another centered on the geom-
etry of Oill local context First of all we had to work on
developing social and sociomathematical norms (Yackel and
Cobb, 1996) in the classroom that were quite different from
what the students had experienced in previous years, Mathe-
matics was not a subject that they were used to talking about
When we tIied to open up the patterns ofparticipation in
the classroom, the power and status stIuctures were deeply
engrained There were two groups who had high status in
this class and therefore exerted power: those who were good
at certain sports (primarily basketball and American football
for the boys and, to a certain extent, softball for the girls) and
those who were in the Gifted and Talented Education (GATE)
program (seven students, fOUl of whom were Anglo Ameri-
can). In this article we focus on the obstacles we encoun-
tered as we tIied to bring about change and to move towards
the participation of all students We want to draw attention to
how powerful certain stIuctures, such as GATE and the
sports program, are in determining whose participation is
going to be valued, We do this by focusing mostly on stu-
dents' voices and behaviors, to show how aware these
ten-year'-old students were of '"how the system works"
Being good at certain sports was a defining characteristic
of popular students, At the beginning of the year we con-
ducted interviews with all the students in order to establish
a rapport with them Most of the boys expressed an interest
in sports and many of them declared that becoming a bas-
ketball or an American football player was their career goal
In one of the mathematics projects, the students had to work
in groups and develop their own games They had to write
the rules for their game, build it, and show how mathematics
was being used in their games If the games were sports-
related or came from students who were in the popular
group, they were well received,
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One of the games, created mainly by Brandon [2] (a
highly proficient basketball player who was in GATE), cen-
tered on the theme of basketball. It was a game for two
players, each of whom had to move a basketball-player
counter along a number line numbered flom 2 to 12 In order
for players to move, they had to roll the corresponding sum
on two dice, in numerical order So, first a player had to roll
a sum of 2, then a sum of 3, then a sum of 4 and so on, some-
thing that students soon found out could take a long time
This game was closely related to probability explorations
that we had just done in class, yet this connection did not
appear either in the students' comments and questions dm-
ing the presentation of the game, nor in their written
anonymous evaluations
Dming the presentation of their game, the two boys came
to the front of the class and started rolling the dice (taking
tmns). As they kept rolling the dice waiting for the sum of
two, Brandon said, "It's hard to get a two, when you get to
the higher numbers, it's easier." The teacher then asked a
clarification question, "So, the first person to get a two is the
one who will move his player?", to which Andrew (one of
the boys playing the game) said, "If that ever happens"
The boys persisted for quite a while, rolling the dice All
tluoughout their presentation, the teacher and the first author
interjected questions and comments to try to get the stu-
dents' attention to the mathematics behind the game Our
attempts to engage the class in a critique of this game flom
a mathematical point of view ~ connecting it to the previ-
ous work on the probabilities of getting the sums of 2
through 12 when rolling two dice - fell flat
In their WIitten comments on the game, only one comment
reflected an awareness of how hard it was to get these totals
in order Most comments were suppmtive of the game based
on the fact that it was about basketball:
1 liked this game because it was about basketball
1 liked Brandon's game because they presented the
game 1 like, basketball, so 1 liked their game.
We do not know whether students were awar·e of the math-
ematical reasons for why, as Brandon said, "it's hard to get
a two" As the teacher pointed out several times during out
work in hel classroom, these students were not used to ana-
lyzing each other's work, especially within a mathematics
context (Civil, 2002). What we do know is that Brandon
was one of the most popular students in the class This,
combined with his choice of a game centered on basket-
ball, probably took precedence in students' minds as they
'evaluated' the game.
Tb change the patterns of participation may be very diffi-
cult when certain students have high status and their
conttibutions are valued for who they are and not for the con-
tent, while other voices are not heard" In the mathematics
class, not all GATE students were well liked, but when they
spoke, students tended to side with them. In an end of the yeat
interview, two of the Anglo American girls who were in
GATE and who stood out in class fbr their academic achieve-
ments reflected on their experiences in this class They were
aware about how the rest of the class felt about them:
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EveIy tirue 1 raise my hand, everybody goes very quiet
to see if! get it wrong; because if! do, they go, "Beey,
Rebecca got it wrong, she's probably going to go crying"
When probed about why it was that they did uot participate
as much as we would have expected, Rebecca said:
1 like to show off my knowledge but wheu 1 do they
always tease me
At the beginning of the year, Rebecca had already expressed
her concern at "how mean the children in this class were":
A lot of people tease me and fight here At myoid
school [in an all-day GATE class], to make you feel bad
they would tell you that you're not good at math. HeIe
some people go out of their way to be mean.
The two girls, Rebecca and Melanie, had catefully studied
the classroom dynamics Rebecca's group game was a board
game that represented an ethnography of the class from
these students' point of view. The players moved around the
board (the classroom) and the game cards that told them
what to do were all representative of behaviors and events
that had taken place in this class. These two students were
aware of how their participation in the mathematics class-
room affected others' participation. They both had noticed
that when Melanie gave an answer, most of the boys quickly
sided with her and went along with the answer Wheu
Rebecca gave out an answer, it was mostly the girls who
sided with her They had also noticed that:
M: They don't act up as much if 1 get something
wrong as if Rebecca does
R: Because Melanie has been here longer
M: Yeah, I've been around more
These two students were awat·e of the role that sports played
in this school:
M: Sports gives them [other students in the class] an
advantage over Rebecca They ate constantly see-
ing what she is going to miss
Classroom dynamics can be affected by having these klnds
of subgroups, whether it is the popular children who are
good at sports, or the students who get pulled out for GATE,
or those who are pulled out for special education (two boys
in this class, one Hispanic and one native American), In one
of the problem-solving activities, students worked in groups
on how to write the numbers one tluough thirty-five as sruns
of consecutive numbers After they had worked on this prob-
lem, we asked each of them to reflect in writing on their
experience of worklng in their group Two of the answers
from one group caught our attention. They came from
Rebecca and Marcos (a Hispanic student who had been
labeled as having a learning disability and was pulled out for
special education attention on a regulat basis)
Rebecca felt frustrated because there was only one per-
son (not Marcos) in her group who made some attempt at
helping her She tried to get people to help but "it didn't
work", she wrote. Marcos, in response to the question, "what
didn't you enjoy [about the work in his group]?" wrote, "that
Rebecca did everything" Marcos was a quiet student, not
particulmly successful by school staudmds, aud who often
tended to take a passive role (this notion of passive role is
also present in the next case), Yet, in this instance, he seemed
to be claiming the tight to be noticed as an active player,
while at the same time, Rebecca was complaining that her
group did not waut to help We wonder if they were awme of
each other's perceptions
As the yem went on, Marcos aud other students did begin
to participate more in the discussions in the mathematics
class, but the fact remained that as the discussions became
more mathematical, those students who were in GATE dom-
inated the discussions. Was it because the mere fact of being
in GATE gave them authority when speaking about acade-
mic matters? Or was it because the GATE experiences
prepared them better for the kind of mathematical discus-
sions that we were having? Probably both, but we are
concerned that students who are placed in the GATE pro-
gram (based primarily on their achievement on specific
tests) me actually given more challenging activities in the
pull-out time, thus widening the gap with the rest of the stu-
dents who do not have access to these opPOItunities,
Andrew's case shows that children me aware of this iruny
Andrew, a Hispanic student, wanted to be a basketball
player aud was very good at this sport He was also remmk-
ably talented for mathematics though he tended to act up aud
be somewhat disruptive. The teacher thought this was
because he was very intelligent aud was bored in class, As
the year went on, we saw Andrew's thinking in action In a
group task on finding the angles of different polygons, he
was the only one who persisted aud reasoned through to find
every single angle in the different polygons. In one of the
parallelograms, they had already determined that two of the
angles were 30' each For the other two angles, they first
came up with 120' for each The group was ready to leave
the problem at this They had been working on this task for
quite some time aud they were getting restless Then Andr'ew
realized that 120 + 120 + 30 + 30 was 300 He said, "We
need 60 more, so it's 150 aud not 120" He sounded confi-
dent, as if everything they had been doing with the
measurement of augles had suddenly fallen into place
If a problem caught his interest (such as fmding the augles
of the different polygons, or when working in Logo, mak-
ing the Mtle draw a basketball comt to scale) Andrew would
persist at it and often succeed. He was also argumentative
aud sometimes he used this skill to engage in mathematical
mgu- ments, such as when he stmted challenging other stu-
dents to explain their reasoning. He would often be ready to
challenge his peers' explauations with a "why" question, or
with a counterexample He was unpredictable, though, aud
maybe that is why he did not make it into GATE (as the
teacher explained, in addition to the test results, children
have to show that they me "ready")
One day, as the seven GATE students left the classroom to
go to their special activities, Andrew said:
If GA:IE is to make us more intelligent, how come I
don't get to be in GATE so that I cau get smmt?
Ihe teacher made some kind of general comment, but
Andrew's poiguaut question was not addressed We saw how
perceptive students were about where everybody stood in
class, and who was valued when, Rebecca's reflection on the
GATE system gives further indication of students' aware-
ness about how the system works:
GATE tends to be upper class white people, I've
noticed, it's kind of a corrupt system
This case illustrates some of the baniers that we encountered
(aud that the students themselves encountered) as we tried to
open up the patterns of participation in the mathematical
classruom. The populm students (usually those in a school
sports team) tended to be listened to In more academic
tasks, the GATE children tended to dominate and were
clearly the leaders We turn now to the next case, where
again om focus is on the students' perspective to show how
aware they are of who has a voice and in what situations
Case 2: "We am all 'Sleeping Beauties' in this
room!"
The second case is located in Bm'celona, Spain It is pmt of a
Imger resemch project [3] that has as a primmy goal to fmd
more appropriate ways to teach mathematics to students
socially at risk aud with a clem lack of power. After investi-
gating the ways in which the educational administration
organizes the schooling for these students, we found con-
straints at the educational level derived from decisions at the
political level In order to ensme that "all" students achieve
the staudards in mathematics, a parallel system of special
classrooms is created within the regulm system in secondmy
schools that m'e higWy multiethnic
In this mticle we look at the implementation of such a sys-
tem in a classroom of sixteen-year-old students. In this
classroom, out of twenty-seven students, there were six spe-
cial needs students [4] who went to a different room as pmt
of the compensatory program that involves reading, writing
and mathematics.. These six students spent three hours a
week in au individualized learning program with a mathe-
matics teacher In the regular classroom, the twenty-one
mainstream students received mathematics instruction char-
acterized by working in small groups on a variety of
problem-solving tasks All twenty-seven students met
together for one fomth hour of mathematics per week, in
which the regular class teacher continued her teaching rou-
tine of a co-operative lemning approach
What determines who is a 'special needs' student? There
are two main factors: the level of proficiency in the official
language(s) (Catalan or Spanish) and discipline issues
Because most immigraut students, pmticulmly recent mrivals,
me often not quite proficient in their commaud of Catalan
or Spanish, they are placed in the special needs category,
And among the students labeled as 'disruptive', mauy of
them were living in high-poverty situations Therefore, stu-
dents with special needs are characterized by poverty,
limited proficiency in the officiallauguage, aud immigraut
group status Cognitive factors aud knowledge of mathe-
matics do not seem to playa role in determining whether a
student is a special needs case Being a candidate for spe-
cial mathematics education has to do then with the students'
distauce from the legitimate norms in the regulm classroom
The twenty boys and seven girls in the classroom (fom
boys aud two girls in the special needs program) have very
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different cultural backgrounds and have been together for
the last eight months. As in the ffrst case, we focus on what
happened when these students were put in situations where
there was an attempt to open up the patterns of participa-
tion (i.e during the social interactions in the fourth hour of
mathematics when all students, both the special needs and
the mainsneam ones, were put together and asked to col-
laborate with each other). The class was clearly divided into
two groups with very different status and with some indi-
vidual differences within each group. Those who were in the
special needs program were not allowed to participate in
the same way as those who were always in the regular class
Moreover, most special needs students identified themselves
with certain forms of participation and were not willing to
interfere in the pedagogical discourse of the classroom
because they felt it was not convenient for the right dynam-
ics of the mathematics lesson Isabel, a Gypsy student,
clearly distingulshed what she could do in the regular class
from what she could do in the special class She thought
that a passive attitude was more appropriate in the regular
class in order not to confuse other students:
I do not want to make people feel confused If I do not
understand what they say in the regular class, I wait and
if I remember I'll ask the teacher in the special class
[. ] sometimes I forget what I wanted to ask! [5]
Some of these students behaved differently depending on
whether they were in the regular mathematics class (the
fourth hour) or in the special needs program For example,
Lidia, another Gypsy student, expressed a shy attitude dur-
ing the fourth hour, which contrasted with the active and
open attitude during the other three hours with the special
needs teacher:
On Monday, in the special class: Hey, Miss, I'm not
sure I have done it correctly, can you please check it
before I go on with the next exercise?
On Thursday, in the regular class: Wh .wh . what?
Yes, Miss . Ummm I prefer not to If you
Yes, Miss [when asked to comment on the problem]
It could be ar·gued that her changing attitude was due to the
different role played by the two teachers, the regular one and
the one in charge of special needs education, or by the num-
ber of students in each case, twenty-seven vs six. When we
asked Lidia, "do you feel comfortable during the regular
classes with the whole group?", she answered:
I'm always very nervous because I'm not used to
deciding everything. my peers are very hard on me,
I cannot do it and they wait for me and start to put me
down . and I don't know what to decide because they
don't explaln it to me all of them are always in this
class and I'm not! When they call me a foreigner I
cannot stand it. I'm not a foreigner because I want to,
but because teachers let it happen
Lidia reminds us of Rebecca in the first case They both feel
tlueatened by their peers But Rebecca exudes confidence,
probably because she is academically very successfuL For
Lidia the situation is harder as she feels (or is made to feel)
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like an outsider. Lidia is not used to working in small
groups, yet, on that fourth hour she is expected to do so But
what seems more uncomfortable to her is the attitude she
notices from the other members in her group. None of them
is a special needs student and she thinks that they neat her
differently because she is one Her group's discussion
appears to be full of refereuces to her "special needs" label.
The use of "foreigner" as a nickname is an important signal
of the low status that Lidia sustains in the regular class. The
regular class students used the term "foreigner" to refer to
students who were in the special needs class and who did not
speak Catalan well. Upon being asked for more details about
this nickname, Lidia revealed that:
They always call us foreigners when they want us to
feel bad, they know we don't like it, but they still go
on calling us foreiguers. well, they don't call Manuel
a foreigner, though he is, because they like him, he is
very good at soccer the teacher doesn't like them to
call us like that either he gets angry I prefer to
be called a Gypsy rather than a foreiguer .. you know,
they do not prefer Manuel because he is better at math-
ematics, it is only because of soccer
There are many issues involved in the construction of sta-
tus in the mathematics classroom In Barcelona, as in the
Tucson case, to be good at sports makes status increase.
Manuel and Lidia are both given a low status because of
their membership of the special needs class and probably
because of their sociocultural identity as Gypsies, but
Manuel is more accepted than Lidia because of his ability
at spotts. These two students have many issues in common
related to their position in the classroom They have to cope
with norms that connadict those they are used to They were
both shocked when the regular teacher nied to engage them
in collaborative tasks.. They felt it was absurd to share ideas
and snategies to solve a mathematical problem with "non-
experts" They also have in common their continuous
references to their social identity, as Manuel explained in
an interview, in reference to the use of collaborative tasks:
I must look out for myself! If I start to worry about my
peers I'm lost! The place where I live is very dangerous
and you must look out for yourself, you only can count
on your family, and they [the other students] are not my
family.. With the other teacher we don't waste our time
talking and talking, each of us works on our worksheet
and each of us gets the grade we deserve
Arundhati also illusnates the obstacles in participation that
special needs students confront Arundhati is originally from
Karachi, Pakistan, and she came to Barcelona when she was
six years old She referred to her situation in the mathemat-
ics classroom using the metaphor of someone sleeping She
had strongly internalized a passive role:
It is like that tale, the tale of the Sleeping Beauty., did
they explaln it to you? We do not know enough mathe-
matics and we must be in a different room, but some
day we will wake up and we will know more mathe-
matics and then we will be in the other room We are all
Sleeping Beauties in this room! And if we stay in this
room it will be easier to leam all the mathematics that
we do not know
Arundhati explained the reasons why she should not be
accepted by her peers. She also made explicit her convic-
tion that when she fmally became accepted it would make a
great difference in her forms of patticipation.. When she was
asked, "when will you wake up from being a Sleeping
Beauty?", she said:
Someday I will be with the whole class and my peers
will like my ideas. Now my ideas ate not good for them
because they know more mathematics and they know
how to solve the problems Maybe next yeat I will fit in
this class [..] Next yeat I will say more things because
I will know how to explain things better
It is as if these special needs students had accepted their pas-
sive role, whether it was so as not to confuse the other
students (Isabel and Lidia), or because the co-operative
model did not match their reality outside school (Manuel), or
because they do not feel quite ready yet for the mainstream
group (Arundhati)
The perspective of the mainstream students gives a clear
idea of how status is disttibuted in the classroom .. The dif-
ferences in the understanding of norms ate one of the main
issues used by the mainstream students to justify the low
level of patticipation of their peers. Special needs students
are seen as people who do not know how to behave and not
necessatily as people who do not know enough mathemat-
ics. They are also labeled as students who ate always trying
to introduce issues from their private lives to defend their
arguments. For the mainstream students, the use of personal
experience in the mathematics classroom is a sign of inap-
propriate behavior Albert, a local student who never wanted
to collaborate with any special needs student, stated:
Ihey [special needs students] have to leam how to
behave in class [.. ] Most of them at·e always talking
about their life. When they join us, they are always ask-
ing things, and when you explain the problem to them
they always keep on refusing to accept it until the
teacher comes to the group Sometimes they have a
right solution to the problem but it's useless because
they cross it out. They never volunteer even if they
have the right solution They are a complete disaster!
Albert knew that he could lose status by addressing the
wrong people in the classroom:
We cannot say "Gooh, the poor little girl [reterting to
Lidia]! We must help her" We waste am time and she is
not even going to understand it My father doesn't like
me to work with them It is not that I'm forbidden to
work with them but he prefers me not to waste my time
Carmen, a local student considered to be good at mathemat-
ics' was very surprised when one day she found out that
Lidia had solved a difficult problem posed to the whole
class. She was not completely sme whether the teacher had
said it was right with the pmpose of motivating Lidia or
because it was actually right:
We had all solved it with nmnbers and the teacher said
Lidia had a visual strategy that was very good. She had
drawn a diagram to prove that a chessboard has 204
squares in total. I think the teacher wanted to encomage
her because she is always very insecure. For me, the
diagram was a mess, but that's the ouly thing she could
do because she is not good at nmnbers You know, she
is in the special class
Catmen had realized that some special needs students liked
to introduce their personal experiences into mathematical
discussions They often asked how the mathematics they
were leatning could be applied in real life Catmen found it
an inappropriate behavior and a way to hide their lack of
mathematical competency. She was convinced that the use
of real contexts in the mathematics classroom is a mistake:
They ate always asking "what does it mean?" Ihey
want the teacher to teach easier mathematics, but math-
ematics is very difficult, you cannot always find out
what everything means [ .. ] I don't blame them, when
they ate completely lost, they statt talking about some-
thing that happened to their siblings and they expect
us to believe that it has to do with the problem [ ]
Forms of participation linked with the introduction of real
contexts are accorded low status by the mainstream students.
Special needs students at·e scatcely valued mainly because
of their placement in a different room, their social identity
and also their use of daily experiences coming from outside
the school. These students have internalized a powerless role
in the mathematics classroom Regulat students in this case
ate considered in a similat way as GATE students in the I uc-
son case The different weights that the different voices ate
given seem to be at the root of the forms of patticipation that
take place in the mathematics classroom The limits to the
patticipation of all students ate well illustrated by the Sleep-
ing Beauty metaphor. When some of the sleeping students
try to wake up by introducing personal experiences into the
mathematical discussion, as in the Barcelona case, or by
wanting to contribute, as in the Tucson case with Marcos,
their participation is not acknowledged, In a sense, they are
told to go on sleeping
Reflection
The two cases deal directly with issues of patticipation in the
mathematics classroom and more specifically with how dif-
ferent forms of participation seem to be strongly influenced
by organizational structures at school and the emerging
memberships that this creates The internalization of certain
roles, derived from these memberships, certainly has many
implications for learning. The value of what is said and of
who says it is established according to the place where each
patticipant is located. Students respond according to where
they are supposed to belong. Students placed in the high-
status system may have easier access to the mathematical
discomse, whereas students placed in the low-status system
are still supposed to prove their value. Roles influence the
students so that they leam to act and behave in ways that
agree with the social order of the educational atrangements
Whether it is overt tracking, the assigning of students to
different groups or classes usually based on ability, or a
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somewhat more subtle approach by which certain students
are given special attention at certain times, the fact is that
different and thus differentiating cmricula and pedagogical
approaches are widespread and certainly not unique to the
two countries in which the research presented here took
place. Zevenbergen's (2003) study of students' perceptions
of ability grouping in Australian schools relates very closely
to our experiences in Tucson and Barcelona, The students'
awareness of how the system works and of its consequences
on their learning opportunities in the tluee cases (Australia,
Barcelona, Tucson) is sobering. Zevenbergen's high-group-
students' comments on being able to move quickly and not
being slowed down by the "dumb kids" reminds us ofAlbert
in the Barcelona case, and his concern for not wasting time
with the special needs students. Zevenbergen's low- group-
students' frustration with not being taught the hard questions
reminds us of Andrew in the Tucson case and his poignant
question, '''How come I don't get to be in GATE?"
The decision, at the educational policy level, to offer dif-
ferent progranrs (and thus different learning opportunities) is
often made in the name of meeting the needs of all students
The forms that these programs take, and the criteria by
which students are placed in different progranrs, ar'e likely to
vaIy flUID context to context, The effectiveness of school-
ing seems to be associated with the classification of students
into certain groups, and the mathematical discourses seem to
be developed depending on this classification If we look at
the critetia for such classification, we can observe some pre-
supposed mathematical abilities, linguistics competency or
appropriate behaviors that justify the grouping Mathemati-
cal ability, language and behavior are then behind the actions
constraining patterns of participation
In the Barcelona case, the grouping criteria were based
on language proficiency and on behavior In the Tucson
case, the criteria appem to be more cognitively based, but
one would have to question these criteria given the case of
Andrew It is important to note that, whatever the criteria,
the fact is that in both cases the students who seem most
negatively affected by these decisions are usually members
of certain ethnic and language gtoups and are economically
underprivileged. As Zevenbergen (2003) writes:
[ .J ability grouping, therefore, reflects social rather
than irmate categories. (p 5)
In the case of GATE in the USA, Ginorio and Huston (2001)
write:
Hispanics generally are underrepresented in Gifted
and Talented Education (GATE) programs [ .. J His-
panics are 14 percent of students nationwide, fot
example, and 8 percent of the GATE students [ .. ] In
Arizona, they are 28 percent of students and 11 per-
cent of GATE students (p. 5)
Thus, we worry that special progranrs are actually helping
maintain (and maybe exacerbate) the differences in the soci-
ety at large In the case of GATE, parents can actually
request that their children be tested for the program But we
wonder, how many low-income pm'ents or from certain eth-
nic and language groups are likely to do that? Along the
same lines, we wonder how many of the parents of the imrni-
12
grant or Gypsy students in the Barcelona case are likely to
question why their children are being placed in special needs
classes?
In both cases the teachers used pedagogical strategies that
encomaged students' participation by altering the traditional
ways of teaching Their inclusive practices, however, were
faced with several baniers, These baniers may be inter-
preted in terms of learning obstacles and social exclusion
Although the notion of learning obstacles has not been
directly treated in this article, it is clearly suggested by some
of the bartiers to the full participation that have been identi-
fled in our analysis of the two cases In this article, learning
obstacles are not related to students' preconceptions and
misconceptions of some mathematical ideas, but to forms
of excluding some groups from mathematics education such
as certain organizational structures at school Lemning
obstacles m'e a social phenomenon here within the miclo-
context of the multicultural mathematics classroom related
to barriers that go much deeper than classroom dynamics
Our interpretation is not far away from the sociopolitical one
developed by Skovsmose (2000). On the other hand, the
notion of social exclusion is also suggested by our data. Ihe
two cases illustrate important issues concerning the potential
role of mathematics classrooms in reproducing wider soci-
etal patterns of advantage and disadvantage
Notes
[1] The research was funded in part by The National Center for Research on
Cultural Diversity and Second Language Learning tluough the Office of
Educational Research and hnprovement (OERI) of the US Department of
Education, under Cooperative Agreement No R117G 10022 The views
expressed here are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the funding agency
[2] All students' names are pseudonyms
[3] This research was funded by Fundacio Propedagogic, a Catalan private
foundation The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the funding agency
[4] The original Catalan tenn used for 'special needs students is 'alunmes
amb necessitats educatives especials - NEE -',
[5] The quotations from students were originally in Catalan except for the
quotations from Gypsy students that were in Spanish All quotations were
translated into English by the second author
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